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Abstract. RX J0806.3+1527 is thought to be a 321s orbital period (the shortest known)
double white dwarf binary system. According to the double degenerate binary (DDB) sce-
nario this source is expected to be one of the strongest Gravitational Wave (GW) emitter
candidates. In the last years RX J0806.3+1527 has been studied in great details, through
multiwavelength observational campaigns and from the point of view of data analysis result
interpretations. We present here the timing results obtained thanks to a 3.5-year long optical
monitoring campaign carried out by the Very Large Telescope (VLT) and the Telescopio
Nazionale Galileo (TNG) which allowed us to detect and study the orbital period derivative
(spin–up at a rate of ∼10−3s yr−1) of the 321s modulation, to detect the linear polarisation (at
a level of about 2%), and to study the broad band energy spectrum. The VLT/TNG obser-
vational strategy we used allowed us to rely upon a P-Ṗ coherent solution which we finally
extended backward to the 1994 ROSAT observation of RX J0806.3+1527.
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1. Introduction

RX J0806.3+1527 was discovered in 1990
with the ROSAT satellite during the All-Sky
Survey (RASS; Beuermann et al. 1999).
However, it was only in 1999 that a pe-
riodic signal at 321 s was detected in its
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soft X-ray flux with the ROSAT HRI (Israel
et al. 1999,hereafter I99) . The detection
of X-ray pulsations was also reported inde-
pendently by Burwitz & Reinsch (2001).
Subsequent deeper optical studies allowed to
unambiguously identify the optical counter-
part of RX J0806.3+1527, a blue V = 21.1
(B = 20.7) star (Israel et al. 2002a,b,hereafter
I02B) . B, V and R time-resolved photome-
try revealed the presence of a ∼ 15% mod-
ulation at the ∼ 321 s X-ray period (Israel
et al. 2002b; Ramsey et al. 2002a). The
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Fig. 1. Left panel: March 2003 VLT FORS1 R-band image of the sky region including the
position of the optical counterpart to RX J0806.3+1527 (marked with the circle; effective
exposure time of 40 minutes). Right panel: 0.2-10.0 keV EPIC-pn XMM–Newton image of
RX J0806.3+1527 (brightest object; exposure time of ∼26000 s).

VLT spectral study revealed a blue contin-
uum with no intrinsic absorption lines (I02B).
Broad (FWHM ∼ 1500 km s−1), low equiv-
alent width (EW ∼ −2 ÷ −6 Å) emission
lines from the He II Pickering series (plus ad-
ditional emission lines likely associated with
He I, C III, N III, etc.) were instead detected.
These findings, together with the period sta-
bility and absence of any additional modula-
tion in the 1 min–5 hr period range, are inter-
preted in terms of a double degenerate He-
rich binary (a subset of the AM CVn class;
see Warner 1995,for a review) with an or-
bital period of 321 s, the shortest ever recorded.
Moreover, RX J0806.3+1527 was noticed to
have optical/X-ray properties similar to those
of RX J1914.4+2456, a 569 s modulated soft
X-ray source proposed as a double degenerate
system (Ramsey et al. 2000, 2002b).

More recently, Hakala et al. (2003, 2004)
reported on the detection of spin–up, at a
rate of ∼6.2×10−11 s s−1, for the 321 s or-
bital modulation, based on optical data taken
form the Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT) and
the VLT archive, and by using incoherent tim-
ing techniques. Similar results were reported
also by Strohmayer (2003) for the X-ray data

(ROSAT and Chandra) of RX J0806.3+1527
spanning over 10 years and based on the
Hakala et al. (2003) results. Finally, Israel et
al. (2003b) carried out a nearly-simultaneous
Chandra/VLT observational campaign report-
ing the presence of nearly anti correlation be-
tween the optical and X–ray modulation. The
X-ray spectral study also allowed to charac-
terise the emission mechanism; a black body
with a temperature of ∼60 eV (Israel et al.
2003b).

The study of RX J0806.3+1527 and
RX J1914.4+2456 has posed, in the last
years, serious questions about their possible
origin (see Cropper 2003,for a review of the
proposed theoretical models). Moreover, there
is a number of additional nice reasons for
studying RX J0806.3+1527 and the related
objects. Among other are the study of the
gravitational wave, and the possibility that
RX J0806.3+1527 is a progenitor of the
He-accreting DDBs also named AM CVns.
For this reason we requested and performed
in the last 3.5 years several observations
ranging from IR to X-ray band in order to
unveil the nature of RX J0806.3+1527 and,
correspondingly, of RX J1914.4+2456. Here
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Fig. 2. Left panel: Results of the phase fitting technique used to infer the P-Ṗ coherent solution
for RX J0806.3+1527: the linear term (P component) has been corrected, while the quadratic
term (the Ṗ component) has been kept for clarity. The best Ṗ solution inferred for the optical
band is marked by the solid fit line. Right panel: 1994–2002 phase coherently connected X–ray
folded light curves (largest pulsed fraction) of RX J0806.3+1527, together with the 2001-2004
phase connected folded optical light curves. Two orbital cycles are reported for clarity.

we report on the results obtained from (a)
the VLT/TNG time-resolved photometric
monitoring aimed at accurately measure the P
and Ṗ of RX J0806.3+1527 based on coherent
timing techniques, (b) VLT-FORS1 polarime-
try observations, and (c) an XMM–Newton
pointing.

2. Optical Observations

After the successful first optical time-resolved
observations of RX J0806.3+1527 during 2001
(January 1st at TNG, and November 11th),
we started a relatively long-term project aimed
at monitoring the source 321 s modulation.
We obtained 21 pointings between November
2002 and May 2004 (11 at VLT and 10 at

TNG) scheduled in a way such that it was pos-
sible to keep the phase coherence among obser-
vations (the first observations were obtained at
1st-2nd nights, 9-10th nights, 19-20th nights,
49-50th nights, etc.). Four different optical
bands (B, V, R and I) have been used in order to
study and monitor the pulse shape and pulsed
fraction as a function of wavelength and time
(left panel of figure 1 shows the R-band image
of the region around RX J0806.3+1527).

Such a strategy resulted quite efficient in
reaching the purposes of the timing analy-
sis, and allowed us also to extend the co-
herent solution backward to the 2001 opti-
cal observations. The best optical solution we
found for P-Ṗ is for P=321.53040(4) s, Ṗ=-
3.6(1)×10−11 s s−1 (90% uncertainties are re-
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Fig. 3. Q and U Stokes parameters for
all the objects detected within 3′ from the
RX J0806.3+1527 position (on-axis). Values
inferred for RX J0806.3+1527 are clearly
marked (filled circle).

ported; for more details see Israel et al.
2004,see also figure 2, left panel). Moreover,
we found a slightly energy–dependent pulse
shape with the pulsed fraction increasing to-
ward longer wavelengths, from ∼12% in the
B-band to nearly 14% in the I-band (Israel et
al. 2004).

The relatively high accuracy obtained for
the optical phase coherent P-Ṗ solution (in the
January 2001 - May 2004 interval) allowed us
to extrapolate it backward to the ROSAT obser-
vations without loosing the phase coherency,
i.e. only one possible period cycle consistent
with our P-Ṗ solution. Given the wider time
interval spanned by the X–ray observations
(9.5 years) an even more accurate solution
was possible. After taking into account the
ROSAT photon arrival time spacecraft clock
time - UTC correction (in order to compare
the ROSAT data with the Chandra and XMM–
Newton observations), our best (optically se-
lected) X-ray solution is P=321.53033(2) s,
Ṗ=-3.67(1)×10−11 s s−1 (for more details see
Israel et al. 2004). Figure 2 (right panel) shows
the optical (2001-2004) and X–ray (1994-
2002) light curves folded by using the above

Fig. 4. The results of the XMM–Newton phase-
resolved spectroscopy (PRS) analysis for the
absorbed blackbody spectral parameters: ab-
sorption, blackbody temperature, blackbody
radius (assuming a distance of 500 pc), and
absorbed (triangles) and unabsorbed (aster-
isks) flux. Superposed is the folded X-ray light
curve.

reported P-Ṗ coherent solution, confirming the
amazing stability of the X–ray/optical anti cor-
relation first noted by Israel et al. (2003b).

In February 2003 we also collected VLT
FORS1 polarimetry data for the optical coun-
terpart to RX J0806.3+1527 in the B-band.
Due to unforeseen large FORS1 overheads
only phase-resolved linear polarisation ob-
servations were obtained. In figure 3 we
reported the U and Q Stokes parameters for
all the detected objects within 3′ from the
RX J0806.3+1527 optical counterpart position
(objects at larger off–axis angles are indeed
affected by the presence of spurious polarisa-
tion: more details on this problem can be found
at www.eso.org/instruments/fors/pola.html).
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RX J0806.3+1527 was found to be linearly
polarised at a level of ∼2.0±0.3% (after
correcting the the field average polarisation,
∼0.7%). It is worth noting that the marginal
detection of circular polarisation, at level
of about 0.5%, has been recently reported
by Reinsch et al. (2004), and ascribed to a
∼106 Gauss magnetic field.

3. The XMM–Newton observation

During 2001 a Chandra observation of
RX J0806.3+1527 was obtained; in that case
the source was found to be more intense than
expected resulting in a high (and phase de-
pendent) number of piled–up photons (the re-
sults of the Chandra observation are reported in
Israel et al. 2003b). On 2002 November 1st we
had the chance to observe RX J0806.3+1527
with the XMM–Newton instrumentations for
about 26000 s (see figure 1, right panel). This
ensured us a dataset of unpiled–up photons al-
lowing us to increase the spectral analysis ac-
curacy. Figure 4 shows the results of the phase-
resolved spectroscopic study we carried out
(similar to the analysis reported in Figure 4
of Israel et al. 2003b). With respect to the
latter analysis, the XMM–Newton data show
a lower value of the absorption column, a
relatively constant black body temperature, a
smaller black body size, and, correspondingly,
a slightly lower flux. All these differences may
be ascribed to the pile–up effect in the Chandra
data, even though we can not completely rule
out the presence of real spectral variations as
a function of time. In any case we note that
this result is in agreement with the idea of a
self-eclipsing (due only to a geometrical effect)
small, hot and X–ray emitting region on the
primary star. Timing analysis did not show any
additional significant signal at periods longer
or shorter than 321.5 s, (in the 5hr-200ms in-
terval). Results from the XMM–Newton obser-
vation are more diffusely reported by Israel et
al. (2004).

4. Discussion

In this contribution we briefly listed the main
results obtained thanks to a four years optical

and X-ray monitoring of RX J0806.3+1527, a
DDB with an orbital period of only 5.4min.
Even though the optical monitoring is still ac-
tive (in fact is quite important to continue the
Ṗ study to look for variations or, more interest-
ingly, a dṖ/dt component) a number of impor-
tant implications can be considered.

It is now assessed that the orbital period
is decaying at a rate that is nearly consistent
with that predicted by the ultracompact binary
model in which the loss or orbital angular mo-
mentum is dominated by gravitational radia-
tion and in which there is no mass exchange
between the two stars (see also Strohmayer
2003). In this respect the unipolar inductor

model proposed by Wu et al. (2002) is a possi-
ble scenario to account for the observed X–ray
flux from RX J0806.3+1527.

The X–ray and optical emissions are anti
correlated at a level of stability (no variations
on a baseline of at least 4 years) which is only
observed in phase-locked binary systems. The
anti correlation is by far and so far the strongest
(indirect) suggestion of the binary nature of the
321 s, where the X–rays illuminate the com-
panion surface originating the phase–shifted
optical modulation.

The detection of linear and circular polari-
sation might imply the presence of a relatively
faint magnetic field, however we note that the
low polarisation level is also consistent with
other possibilities, such as the Thomson scat-
tering (sometimes observed in eclipsing bina-
ries).
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